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Abstract

Early reset (or virtual backtracking) consists of an action performed by the collector, while normally it is performed by the mutator. Roughly speaking, the precondition for early reset is that a cell is not useful for the forward continuation. Later reference from the trail completes the picture. When the precondition for early reset does not hold because the cell is marked, and in the context of backtrackable destructive assignment by value trailing, the usual approach to early reset is safe but suboptimal. This is explained by one example. In spirit with other pathological examples that show suboptimality of supposedly well understood reachability issues, choicepoint trimming is crucial. The relation with a rejuvenating collector and an alternative implementation of backtracking destructive assignment is discussed.

1 Introduction

Knowledge of the WAM [12] is essential for reading this paper. A good introduction is in [1]. Also general knowledge of garbage collection is helpful - see for instance [8]. Early reset was introduced in [2, 10] and is also explained in [3] which contains a good overview of garbage collection issues in logic programming implementations. Many systems with backtrackable destructive assignment - whether by an untyped setarg/3 construct or the more disciplined mutable variables - have adapted early reset to that context in a safe way. However, we will show by one example that usual marking with just one mark bit is not enough for precise identification of useless data. This might in principle lead to unnecessary memory leaks. Therefore, the usual techniques for non-early reset are - in the presence of backtrackable destructive assignment - suboptimal. Since choicepoint trimming is crucial in this story - and because it seems not widely known nor implemented - we start by explaining it in section 2. Section 3 shows the example that clarifies the issue.

2 Choicepoint trimming

Consider the following example:

\[
\begin{array}{|l|}
\hline
\text{prog1} & \text{p(X) :- do\textunderscore something\textunderscore with(X).} \\
& \text{p(\_).} \\
\hline
\end{array}
\]
The usual WAM code (in the XSB - see [13]) - version of the WAM instructions) is

| code:1 | try arity=1, @first  
|        | try arity=1, @last  
|        | @first: execute do_something_with/1  
|        | @last: proceed  |

Since the argument to p/1 is not used in the second clause, there is no need to save the argument in the choicepoint and subsequently to restore it on the trust instruction. So, the following abstract code is also correct:

| code:2 | try arity=0, @first  
|        | try arity=0, @last  
|        | @first: execute do_something_with/1  
|        | @last: proceed  |

The difference is only in the fact that the latter code does not save any argument in the choicepoint: the choicepoint of p/1 is trimmed. It contains just enough information to install the failure continuation, and not more: the amount of data to save and restore is determined at compile time. No runtime overhead is involved, on the contrary, it saves machine instructions.

It has also another side effect: when during the execution of do_something_with/1 garbage collection occurs, the failure continuation of p/1 will not keep the argument with which p/1 was called alive, thus leading to potential great savings.

One might think that this situation does not occur often in practice, but consider the normal definition of member/2:

| prog2 | member(X,[X|_]).  
|        | member(X,[R]) :- member(X,R).  |

Now apply unification factoring and obtain:

| prog3 | member(X,[Y|R]) :- member3(X,Y,R).  
|        | member3(X,X_).  
|        | member3(X_,[Y|R]) :- member3(X,Y,R).  |

We now see a situation common in opportunities to apply choicepoint trimming: the second argument of member3/3 is not used on backtracking, so there is potentially some memory gain by applying choicepoint trimming.

As one can see, chances for choicepoint trimming might depend on other optimizations.
It might not be clear that choicepoint trimming is worth its while in an emulator: one might need new specialized abstract machine instructions or emit more abstract machine instructions. Both are potentially bad for performance.

Choicepoint trimming was implemented in [11] and possible elsewhere.

Note that the effect of choicepoint trimming can to some extent be obtained by the disjunction transformation and environment trimming and/or good variable classification. The latter can be seen from a transformed \textit{member3/3} predicate to:

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{|c|l|}
\hline
\textit{prog3'} & \textit{member3}(X,Y,Z) :- \\
 & X = Y \\
 & ; \\
 & Z = \{X[R], \textit{member3}(X,A,R)\}.
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

\textit{Y} should be classified as temporary, meaning that it is not visible in the second branch.

\section{The example}

Assume choicepoint trimming.

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{|c|l|}
\hline
\textit{prog4} & \textit{query} :- X = f(bar(a)), b(X). \\
 & b(Y) :- \textit{setarg}(1,Y,foo), \textit{gc}, use(Y). \\
 & b(\_). \\
 & ?- \textit{query}.
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

The goal \textit{gc} symbolizes a computation that invokes garbage collection. Since \textit{Y} is in the continuation of the collection, it is marked. Since the location that \textit{setarg} updates was created before the choicepoint of \textit{b/1}, the \textit{setarg} assignment was trailed and there is a reference on the trail to the term \textit{bar(a)}. Since the argument of the \textit{f/1} term is marked, the marking phase also must mark the term \textit{bar(a)}. But it is obviously clear that the term \textit{bar(a)} will not be used ever. Still, the WAM has no way to avoid the value trailing, neither can usual garbage collection avoid to mark that term, because the situation is - with ordinary marking - not distinguishable from the one occurring in the following program:

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{|c|l|}
\hline
\textit{prog5} & \textit{query} :- X = f(bar(a)), b(X). \\
 & b(Y) :- \textit{setarg}(1,Y,foo), \textit{gc}, use(Y). \\
 & b(Y) :- use(Y). \\
 & ?- \textit{query}.
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

A series of pictures referring to the above programs will further clarify this.
Figure 1: Just before the setarg/3 goal

Figure 1 shows the situation just before the setarg is executed. X is not in the picture, because it is already dead. There is a dashed arrow from the choicepoint of b/1 pointing to the term which is the argument to the call to b/1: with choicepoint trimming for program 4, the dashed line is not there because the argument would not be saved in the choicepoint. The term \( f(bar(a)) \) is kept alive by the environment variable Y. Without choicepoint trimming (or for program 5), the dashed line becomes solid and in fact keeps also the term alive.

Figure 2 shows the situation after the execution of setarg/3 and the value trail was added.

Figure 2: Just after the setarg/3 goal

To understand completely the issue, we have to look at the marking phase under different assumptions. The order of visiting root cells is environment, trail, choicepoint.

After marking from the environment, the situation is as on figure 3: we have indicated that a cell is marked by shading it.

Now we must treat the trail: since the pointer cell in the trail points to a marked cell (containing foo) no early reset can be performed. So the question is: must the value cell in the trail (it is the S pointer to bar/1) be used as a root for marking or not.

Consider both options:

- **do not mark from the value cell**: assume the dashed arrow is full; then later treatment of the choicepoint will use the saved argument as a root pointer, but it will immediately find a marked cell and stop; consequently, the cells containing \( bar(a) \) will not be marked and collected; later backtracking will not be able to correctly restore the old value for the argument to b/1
• **do mark from the value cell**: now assume the dashed arrow is not there at all; this is the case with choicepoint trimming; the cells containing \( \text{bar}(a) \) will be marked; but there will be no future use of these cells: effectively, some garbage has survived a collection.

The first option is plainly wrong, the second is suboptimal. The culprit is now easier to see: marking stops when seeing a marked cell. Suppose we define a new marking procedure \( \text{mark}' \) which does not stop (working on a branch) when a marked cell is encountered, then one could proceed as follows.

• **for each segment from new to old do**
  
  – mark' from the environments
  – reinstall the old values from the trail while storing the new values
  – mark' from the choicepoint

• reinstall all values from the trail while storing the old values

Clearly this mark' procedure which does not use the mark bit to avoid repeated marking of the same cell, has bad properties. But it solves the suboptimality problem.

4 Related issues

The situation is similar to the one in [6, 7]: several continuations - be it failure or success continuations - have their own view on the usefulness of data, but marking with a boolean is crude. The boolean says basically only

there is some continuation which needs this location
and possibly everything that is referred by it

while a more fine grained marking notion would also be able to tell which continuation needs the cell. Enhancing marking along that line makes marking loose its \( O(\text{useful data}) \) property, but it would become more precise in its identification of garbage: the same was hinted at in [6, 7].
Another way of viewing these matters is as follows: assume that the code were

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>prog6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Query: X = f(bar(a)), b(X).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b(Y) :- gc1, setarg(1, Y, foo), gc2, use(Y).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b(_).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>:- query.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where gc1 and gc2 symbolize computations that invoke garbage collections. In the setting of [5] the term associated to Y is moved to the newer segment, i.e. the segment younger than the choice point for b/1. This is correct as the only reference to this term, resides in the newest segment. Consequently, the setarg operation will not be trailed. As a further consequence, the term bar(a) will be collected during the garbage collection in gc2. Note that even with the rejuvenating property of [5], one garbage collection on its own is not enough to achieve the desired effect of collecting the term bar(a): indeed, marking happens before rejuvenation.

Now consider the variant:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>prog6'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Query: X = f(bar(a)), b(X).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b(Y) :- setarg(1, Y, foo), gc1, gc2, use(Y).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b(_).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>:- query.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It now looks as if doing two garbage collection in succession, recovers more space than doing just one collection. This is in line with the findings of [4] where one of the conclusions was that marking and early reset should be performed more than once during a collection.

5 An alternative to value trailing

Suppose setarg/3 were implemented naively in the following way:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>prog7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>setarg(N, Term, NewArg) :- young_enough(Term), !, set(N, Term, NewArg).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>setarg(N, Term, NewArg) :- arg(N, Term, OldArg),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>set(N, Term, NewArg) ;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>set(N, Term, OldArg) ).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
where \texttt{set/3} is like \texttt{setarg/3} except that it does not trail the assignment. This implementation is not safe w.r.t. recovering heap space on backtracking, but let us forget that at the moment; without special care, it is also incorrect when a cut cuts away the disjunction in the second clause. But it serves the purpose of showing a point.

The predicate \texttt{young_enough} succeeds if its argument was created in the segment just before the current one: it is the analogue of the conditional trailing test. If it succeeds, no \textit{trailing} is required and the assignment can be made without trailing - or in the above case, without remembering the old value in the environment of the second clause of \texttt{setarg/3}. Suppose this was the definition of \texttt{setarg/3} used in program 4. Then there is no way to collect the old argument \texttt{bar(a)} at the moment of \texttt{g}: the term \texttt{bar(a)} is just plainly useful according to normal WAM usefulness logic. This closes the circle: the alternative and naive implementation of \texttt{setarg/3} shows the same properties as the usual one.

6 Conclusion

The example shows clearly that one bit marking is suboptimal. Also, there seems no easy and cheap fix.

Whether we should name this suboptimality a case of the WAM not being usefulness conscious, is not clear: backtraceable destructive assignment came later than the WAM. However, in this context it would mean that the WAM has no way of avoiding the value trailing in the first example program.

As far as we know, the phrase \textit{the WAM is not usefulness conscious} was coined by Konstantinos Sagonas.

Note that the space optimization that avoids multiple value trailing within the same segment, as described in [9] does not invalidate the above argument. We have just avoided including it in the picture, as it obscures the point.

Finally, note that without destructive assignment, the issue does not arise: untrailing reinstall\(s\) a self pointer which doesn’t occupy more space than already marked.

The example might look far fetched, especially since choicepoint trimming is not implemented in any popular system we know of. However, the issue of this paper was not to show that a more elaborate marking schema is needed: on the contrary, such a more elaborate schema is bad. Rather we wanted to show that the usefulness logic of Prolog - or any backtracking language - with backtraceable destructive assignment is not as well understood as one would like. And as in [4], we do not claim that we have a practical way to identify precisely the useful data.
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